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Introduction

Vendor Product Review Marketplace Add-On: This module helps the seller to
moderate the review of their product on their own. The seller can Add, Edit, Delete,
Approve, Disapprove the reviews or can make any review status as pending.

The admin can configure this module from the back-end. The admin can decide whether
to give access to moderate product reviews to the seller or not.

NOTE:Vendor Product Review Marketplace Add-On is an add-on of Multi Vendor
Marketplace module. This module will only work when an admin has already installed
Multi Vendor Marketplace.

Feature List

The seller can add reviews for their product by themselves.
The reviews of the product can be deleted by the Seller.
The seller can also edit the reviews given on their products.
The vendor can change the status of the Review as Approved, Disapproved,
Pending.
The admin can configure the module from the backend.

Admin Configuration

After successful installation of the Vendor Product Review Marketplace Add-On, the
admin has to Navigate towards Stores > Configuration > Marketplace Advance
Review as per the below image:
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Review Manage Status:

If the admin selects this option as YES, then the seller will be able to manage the status
of the reviews of their own products as Pending, Approved, Not Approved else not.

Seller view:

When the admin selects the Review manage Status  as YES, then some action fields will
appear under the Action button of product reviews as per below image:
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Thus, the seller would be able to manage the reviews.

Review Add:

If this option is selected by the admin as YES then the seller will be able to add the
reviews for their products by their end or else the seller cannot add the reviews.

Seller View:

When the admin will enable the Review Add option, then a New Review button will
appear at the seller end by which the seller would be able to Add reviews for their
product by their end as well as per the below image:
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After Clicking on the New Review Button, the seller has to click on Add under Action to
add the review for that particular product.

After clicking on Add, the seller have to fill the fields given as per below image:
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Status- The seller can select the status of the review of the particular select product as
Approved, Pending, Not Approved by this option.

Nickname- Here the seller needs to enter the name by which they want to add the
product review.

Summary of Review- The summary of the product review is added here by the seller.

Review- Here the seller will add the full description of the review of the product.

Save- After setting all the above fields, the seller needs to click on the Save button to
generate the product review.

Thus, the seller will be able to add a new review on their product.

Review Edit:

If this option is enabled by selecting YES, then the seller will be able to edit the existing
reviews and if the option is disabled by selecting it as NO, then the seller cannot edit the
existing reviews.

Seller View:

After the admin will enable the review edit, the seller can edit the existing review as per
below image:
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After clicking on the Edit button under Action, the seller can edit the fields of the review.

Review Delete:

The seller would be able to delete the reviews if this option is enabled by the admin by
setting it as YES or else seller cannot delete the reviews.
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Seller View:

Thus, when the Admin has enabled the Delete review option, then the seller can delete
the reviews by selecting the reviews and clicking on Delete button under the Action as
per below image:

So, that’s all about the Vendor Product Review Marketplace Add-On, still, have any
issue feel free to add a ticket and let us know your views to make the module better at
 webkul.uvdesk.com
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